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Abstract—The modular multilevel converter (MMC) is a
promising topology for high-power drive applications. How-
ever, large voltage fluctuations can be produced in the float-
ing capacitors when the machine operates with high stator
currents at low rotational speed. To compensate these os-
cillations, relatively large mitigation currents are required to
keep the capacitor voltages within an acceptable range. In
this paper, a new integrated control scheme is discussed to
regulate the voltage fluctuations. The strategy is based on
closed-loop vector-control of the voltage fluctuations, main-
taining them inside a predefined threshold. The proposed
control system is also augmented using flux-weakening
operation of the machine at low rotational speeds. An ex-
perimental prototype composed of 18 power cells, feeding
a vector-controlled induction machine in the whole speed
range, is used to validate the effectiveness and feasibility
of the proposed control strategies.
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NOMENCLATURE

Fonts

Scalar variables or symbols are indicated with italics
(e.g., x), the complex vectors with bold (e.g., x). Up-
percase bold is used to represent real matrices (e.g., X).

General

i Current (A).
v Voltage (V).
p Power (W).
L Inductance (H).
Lm Mutual inductance (H).
Lr Rotor inductance (H).
R Resistance (Ω).
C Capacitance (F).
τe Electrical torque (Nm).
ωe Stator electrical frequency (rad·s−1).
θe Stator electrical angle (rad).
E DC-port voltage (V).
n Number of cells per cluster.
f(t) Mitigating function with frequency ωm .
C Matrix transformation.
pωe

Power pulsation due to converter terminal variables.
pm Power pulsation proportional to ωe .
pc Power pulsation due to circulating currents.

Superscripts
∗ Set-point value of a variable.
X Electrical variable related with the terminal X of the

MMC, X ∈ {P,N}.
Σ , Δ Variable in the ΣΔ-coordinate system.

Subscripts

α , β , 0 Variable in the αβ0-coordinate system.
d , q Variable in the dq-coordinate system.
x Electrical variable related with the phase x of the MMC,

x ∈ {a, b, c}.
C Electrical variable related to a capacitor.

Operators

˜ AC-component of a variable.
¯ DC-component of a variable.
ˆ Unit vector.
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c Complex conjugate of a complex vector.
ᵀ Transpose of a matrix.
�{ } Real part calculator.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE the invention of the modular multilevel converter
(MMC), it has been proposed for applications such as

railway traction [1], [2], high-voltage dc transmission [3], [4]
and machine drives [5]–[18]. Since this topology has several
advantages when compared to other high-power converters
(e.g., for quadratic torque-speed profile loads [6], [7]), a com-
mercial solution based on the MMC has recently been made
available in the market for medium-voltage drive applications
[19]. However, significant efforts are still required to improve
the performance of the control systems for MMC-based drives,
particularly for some operating points where this topology is
prone to instability [11].

A typical MMC topology to drive a cage induction machine is
shown in Fig. 1. The converter is composed of six “clusters” con-
nected to form a three-phase ac port and a dc port [see Fig. 1(a)].
Each cluster has an inductor L and n cascaded half-bridge cells.
The energy in each cell is stored in a “flying” capacitor C [see
Fig. 1(b)]. Consequently, satisfactory operation of an MMC re-
quires a control system to regulate the floating voltages across
the capacitors. This task is more difficult to achieve when the
machine operates with relatively large stator currents and at low
rotational speed since, at this operating point, large voltage fluc-
tuations may be produced in the capacitors. Therefore, in the
so-called “low-frequency mode” (LFM), mitigation is required
to reduce the capacitor voltage fluctuations using quantities such
as additional circulating currents and common-mode voltages
(hereafter called “mitigating variables”). Conversely, when the
mitigation is no longer required, the “high-frequency mode”
(HFM) is usually enabled [10], [11], [15], [20].

Several control systems have been proposed for both operat-
ing modes [6], [12], [14], [16]. However, in those papers only
the electrical frequency ωe is utilized to define the operating
mode of the converter, neglecting the influence of any additional
operating conditions (such as the torque for example). If ωe is
used alone to define the operating point, the mitigation variables
may be applied even when they are not required, degrading the
converter efficiency and performance. Another drawback with
the control systems reported in the literature [6], [12], [14],
[16] is that the mitigating currents typically increase with the
machine frequency, which could lead to oversizing of some
converter components. Moreover, it is important to notice that in
most of the control systems discussed previously, the mitigation
variables are designed to drive the capacitor voltage fluctuations
to zero. This is not strictly necessary, since restricting the
voltage fluctuations inside a suitable band, e.g., 5%–10% of the
nominal voltage, is enough to ensure appropriate performance
[10], [11].

In a recent paper, a control algorithm to partially mitigate
the capacitor voltage oscillations [17] was proposed. Although
a reduction of the required circulating currents was achieved

Fig. 1. MMC-based drive. (a) Converter topology. (b) Cluster.

with the method reported, only simulation results were used
to validate the proposed methodology for drive applications.
The experimental results provided in [17] were obtained using
a passive RL load, considering operation only in the low-speed
mode. Moreover the mitigation signals are calculated offline
and lack the necessary adaptation capability to compensate for
possible changes in the operating point of the drive [16].

In this paper, a new control strategy to regulate the volt-
age fluctuations is proposed. This algorithm implements a fast-
dynamic closed-loop vector control strategy that regulates the
measured capacitor voltage fluctuations inside a predefined
threshold. The stator electrical frequency ωe is not the only
criterion used to define the converter operating mode. More-
over, in contrast to previous works, seamless operation, without
a large transition zone, is achieved using the proposed control
methodology. Elimination of the transition zone is a very im-
portant contribution of this paper since the largest circulating
currents are typically reached during this transition [6]. This
paper also proposes to combine vector control of the voltage
fluctuations with flux weakened operation of the cage machine.
Moreover, because closed-loop control is proposed, variations
and perturbations in the system, e.g., changes in the common
mode voltage waveform, mechanical load changes, etc., can be
compensated using the proposed control methodology.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Model-
ing of the MMC-based drive is briefly discussed in Section II.
An analysis of the capacitor voltage fluctuations is presented in
Section III, while the proposed control systems and the imple-
mentation of the converter operating modes are discussed in
Section IV. Experimental results obtained from an 18-cell
MMC-based drive prototype, operating over the full speed
range, are discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents
the conclusions of this paper.

II. MODELING OF THE MMC

Recently, a new model for the MMC has been reported in
[14], [16]. In these papers, a ΣΔαβ0-transformation is used to
represent the MMC currents and total cluster voltages (the sum
of the capacitor voltages in a cluster) in a coordinate system that
simplifies decoupled control of the MMC. A brief review of this
modeling approach is given here to provide the required context
for the further developments.
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The dynamics of the MMC-based drive are obtained from
Fig. 1 as follows [14]:

L
d

dt

.=IP N
a b c

︷ ︸︸ ︷

[

iPa iPb iPc
iNa iNb iNc

]

= −

.=VP N
a b c

︷ ︸︸ ︷

[

vP
a vP

b vP
c

vN
a vN

b vN
c

]

−E

2

[

1 1 1
1 1 1

]

+
[−va −vb −vc

va vb vc

]

(1)

Cv̄C
d

dt

[

vP
C a vP

C b vP
C c

vN
C a vN

C b vN
C c

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=VP N
C a b c

≈
[

pP
a pP

b pP
c

pN
a pN

b pN
c

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=PP N
a b c

(2)

where v̄C is the algebraic mean value of the voltage in all capac-
itors of the MMC, pP

a = iPa vP
a , pP

b = iPb vP
b , etc., are the clus-

ter power fluctuations and vP
C a = vP

C a1 + vP
C a2 + ... + vP

C an ,
vN

C a = vN
C a1 + vN

C a2 + ... + vN
C an , etc., are the total cluster volt-

ages. Equation (1) is obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage
law to the converter depicted in Fig. 1. On the other hand, (2)
denotes the energy balance in the MMC clusters, assuming that
the total cluster voltages are maintained around the reference
voltage, with relatively small ripple.

As discussed before, to achieve decoupled control of the con-
verter currents and voltages, the ΣΔαβ0-transformation is uti-
lized. This transformation is given by

XΣΔ
αβ0

.= CΣΔ · XP N
abc · Cᵀ

αβ0 (3)

where XP N
abc represents the matrix to be transformed (e.g., IP N

abc

or VP N
abc ) and the matrices CΣΔ and Cᵀ

αβ0 are

CΣΔ =
[ 1

2
1
2

1 −1

]

, Cᵀ
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⎡

⎢
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2
3

−1
3

−1
3

0 1√
3

−1√
3

1
3

1
3

1
3

⎤

⎥

⎦

ᵀ

. (4)

Therefore, applying (3) to (1) and (2) yields

L
d

dt

.=IΣ Δ
α β 0

︷ ︸︸ ︷

[

iΣα iΣβ
1
3 iP

iα iβ 0

]

= −

.=VΣ Δ
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C β vΣ
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]
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.=VΣ Δ
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0
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0

]
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.=PΣ Δ
α β 0

(6)

where the machine currents (iα and iβ ) and voltages (vα , vβ ,
and v0) are expressed in αβ0-coordinates, iΣα and iΣβ are the
circulating currents and iP is the dc port current. Based on (5),
each current in IΣΔ

αβ0 can be controlled by manipulating only
one component of the matrix VΣΔ

αβ0 , which is composed of the
output cluster voltages of the MMC in the ΣΔαβ0-coordinate
system. Moreover, the machine common-mode voltage v0 is
defined by modifying vΔ

0 [vΔ
0 = −2v0 , see (5)]. As discussed

in Section III-A, decoupled control of the circulating currents

iΣα , iΣβ and the common-mode voltage v0 , is useful since these
variables are utilized to mitigate the otherwise large fluctuations
of the capacitor voltages in the LFM.

The vector representation of (6) is more appropriate for the
implementation of high-dynamic performance vector control
strategies. Defining the power flows and the total cluster voltages
as vectors (e.g., pΣ

αβ = pΣ
α + jpΣ

β , vΣ
C αβ = vΣ

C α + jvΣ
C β , etc.),

the vector model of (6) is obtained as (see [16])

Cv̄C

dvΣ
C αβ

dt
≈ pΣ

αβ ≈ 1
2
EiΣαβ − 1

4
(iαβvαβ )c − 1

2
v0 iαβ

(7a)

Cv̄C

dvΔ
C αβ

dt
≈ pΔ

αβ

≈ 1
2
Eiαβ − 2

3
iP vαβ − (vαβ iΣαβ )c − 2v0 iΣαβ

(7b)

Cv̄C
dvΣ

C 0

dt
≈ pΣ

0 ≈ 1
6
EiP − 1

4
� [vαβ (iαβ )c ] (7c)

Cv̄C
dvΔ

C 0

dt
≈ pΔ

0 ≈ −�
[

vαβ

(

iΣαβ

)c
]

− 2
3
iP v0 (7d)

where “ c ” stands for the complex conjugation operator.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE MMC-BASED DRIVE

A. Voltage Fluctuations in the Converter Capacitors

If iΣαβ and v0 are zero (i.e., no mitigation variables are ap-
plied), the steady-state total cluster voltages in the ΣΔαβ0-
domain can be obtained from (7a)–(7d) as

vΔ
C αβ ≈ 1

jωeCv̄C

(

1
2
Eiαβ − 2

3
iP vαβ

)

(8a)

vΣ
C αβ ≈ −1

j8ωeCv̄C
(iαβvαβ )c (8b)

vΣ
C 0 ≈ nv̄C , vΔ

C 0 ≈ 0. (8c)

Based on the inverse ΣΔαβ0-transformation, the total ca-
pacitor voltages in PNabc-coordinates can be expressed using
the vector voltages previously defined. For example, it can be
demonstrated that the voltages vP

C a and vN
C a are given as follows:

vP
C a =

1
2
� [

vΔ
C αβ

]

+ � [

vΣ
C αβ

]

+
1
2
vΔ

C 0 + vΣ
C 0 (9a)

vN
C a = −1

2
� [

vΔ
C αβ

]

+ � [

vΣ
C αβ

] − 1
2
vΔ

C 0 + vΣ
C 0 . (9b)

Considering (8a)–(8c) and (9a)–(9b), it is concluded that the
total cluster voltages are mainly composed of a mean value given
by vΣ

C 0 , a fundamental fluctuation of frequency ωe defined by
vΔ

C αβ , and a double frequency term given by vΣ
C αβ . Therefore,

considering the worst case situation, the maximum amplitude of
the oscillating component of the total cluster voltages |ṽX

C x | can
be related with the vector voltages vΔ

C αβ and vΣ
C αβ as follows:

|ṽX
C x | =

1
2
|vΔ

C αβ | + |vΣ
C αβ | (10)
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where the symbol “∼” denotes the oscillating (ac) component
of a variable x ∈ {a, b, c} and X ∈ {P,N}.

As discussed in [10], [11], the voltage fluctuation defined in
(10) can exceed an acceptable amplitude depending on the con-
verter operating point. Notice that the vector vΔ

C αβ contributes
the most to the large fluctuations at machine start-up, mainly if
high currents are required [16].

As depicted in (8a), in steady state, the voltage vΔ
C αβ has

an oscillating component of frequency ωe . Considering the ad-
vantages of vector control systems for the regulation of power
converters and electrical machines (see [16], [21]), in this paper
the voltage fluctuations of (7b) are referred to a synchronous
dq-frame rotating at ωe , where ωe is the frequency of the sig-
nals applied to the stator of the induction machine. Therefore, in
this paper, a complex vector xαβ = xα + jxβ , expressed in the
αβ-coordinate system, is referred into the dq-coordinate system
applying the following complex transformation:

xdq = xαβ e−jθe (11)

where θe =
∫

ωedt.
For drive applications, both θe and ωe are defined by the

machine control system. Therefore, applying (11) to (7b) and
reordering yields

Cv̄C

dvΔ
C dq

dt
≈ 1

2
Eidq − 2

3
iP vdq

︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=pω e

− jCv̄C ωevΔ
C dq

︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=pm

− 2v0 iΣdq
︸ ︷︷ ︸

.=pc

(12)

where the term (vαβ iΣαβ )c in (7b) has been neglected, since
it produces small fluctuations in the capacitor voltages if the
frequency of iΣαβ is high in comparison with the frequency ωe

of vαβ . In (12), the power fluctuation pωe
can produce large

fluctuations in vΔ
C dq depending on the drive operating point, the

vector pm is a coupling term and pc is a degree of freedom. For
example, the common-mode voltage and the circulating currents
can be in-phase to manipulate the power pc in order to regulate
vΔ

C dq as required to eliminate pωe
and pm during the LFM.

To perform this task, high-frequency components are utilized
in pc = 2v0 iΣdq to avoid the generation of any low-frequency
power pulsations in (7a)–(7d). In steady state and considering
ideal conditions, the required set-point values of ĩΣdq and ṽ0 , are
defined as

ĩΣ∗
dq =

1
2V0

(pωe
− pm ) f(t) (13)

ṽ∗
0 = V0sign [f(t)] (14)

where “ ∗ ” stands for the desired value of a variable and V0 is
the amplitude of the common-mode voltage. Consequently, the
resultant power pc is

pc = (pωe
− pm ) |f(t)|. (15)

Hence, pωe
and pm are eliminated from (12) if f(t) is a high-

frequency signal compared to ωe during LFM, such that the
mean value of |f(t)| = 1 (considering one period of f(t)).
In the experimental results of Section V, a function f(t) =
1.57 sin(100πt) is utilized. Additional discussions regarding

the function f(t) and other options to define the common-mode
voltage are presented in [10], [11], [15].

B. Influence of the Vector vΔ
C dq on the Mitigating

Variables

Conventionally, the set-point value of vΔ
C dq is assigned to zero

in the LFM to eliminate any fundamental voltage fluctuation in
the MMC capacitors. This procedure generates high circulating
currents as ωe increases, because the available cluster voltage
has to be used to synthesize the machine voltage, reducing the
value of V0 [see (13)]. However, in this paper a methodology
to reduce the circulating currents by using a specific nonzero
set-point value for vΔ

C dq is proposed.
From (13), it can be concluded that the magnitudes of the

circulating currents are minimized if the vectors pωe
and pm

have the same phase shift. This condition is fulfilled if pm is
defined in terms of pωe

as

p∗
m = jCv̄∗

C ωevΔ∗
C dq = Cv̄∗

C |ωe ||vΔ∗
C dq |p̂ωe

(16)

where p̂ωe
= pω e

|pω e | is a unit vector in-phase with pωe
. Thus,

assuming p∗
m = pm and inserting (16) into (13) yields

ĩΣ∗
dq =

1
2V0

(|pωe
| − Cv̄∗

C |ωe ||vΔ∗
C dq |)p̂ωe

f(t). (17)

Based on (17), it can be concluded that the amplitude of the
resultant circulating currents will be less or equal (at ωe ≈ 0)
to that obtained if vΔ∗

C dq and consequently p∗
m are set to zero

during the LFM [see (13)]. This improvement represents an im-
portant contribution to the performance and efficiency of MMC-
based drives. However, |vΔ∗

C dq | must be related to the maximum
fluctuations of the total cluster voltages to maintain their ampli-
tudes inside an acceptable threshold. Using (10) and considering
|vΔ

C dq | = |vΔ
C αβ |, |vΔ∗

C dq | is expressed as follows:

|vΔ∗
C dq | = 2

(|ṽX ∗
C x | − |vΣ

C αβ |
)

. (18)

Finally, from (18) and (16), vΔ∗
C dq is calculated as

vΔ∗
C dq = −j2sign[ωe ]

(|ṽX ∗
C x | − |vΣ

C αβ |
)

p̂ωe
. (19)

Accordingly, the set-point value of ĩΣdq can be automatically
defined by an MMC control system that regulates vΔ

C dq to fol-
low vΔ∗

C dq given by (19). Furthermore, the circulating currents
of (17) could be used as a feed-forward term to improve the
dynamic response if required. A control system implementing
this algorithm is presented in Section IV. Moreover, any nonlin-
earity or change in the drive parameters is compensated by the
closed-loop control system, while the fluctuations of the total
cluster voltages are well regulated and are inside the voltage
threshold defined by |ṽX ∗

C x |. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
an example total cluster voltage is shown, considering that a
nonzero |ṽX ∗

C x | is regulated by the control system (see the black
line). The expected voltage fluctuation in the cluster when no
mitigating variables are used is also shown in Fig. 2, illustrating
clearly the need for mitigation.
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Fig. 2. Expected behavior of the total cluster voltage using the pro-
posed strategy (black) and without mitigating variables (red).

Fig. 3. MMC variables as a function of the electrical frequency and
torque loads. (a) Optimal d-axis current. (b) Amplitude of the vector pω e

(solid-lines: optimal |pω e |, dashed-lines: nominal |pω e |).

C. Flux-Weakening Operation of the MMC-Based Drive

Another option to reduce the amplitude of the circulating cur-
rents is to minimize |pωe

| [see (17)]. Notice that pωe
can be rep-

resented as a function of E and idq (i.e., pωe
= pωe

(E, id , iq ))
using the machine model (including saturation effects) and the
power balance between the input and output converter ports.
Therefore, if the dc port voltage is considered constant and the
torque current iq is defined by the speed control system, it is pos-
sible to define the following constrained optimization problem
to minimize |pωe

| varying the flux current id

min
id

|pωe
(E, id , iq )| s.t.

⎧

⎨

⎩

pL2
m

Lr
idiq = τe(ωe)

√

i2d + i2q < imax

(20)

where p is the number of pole-pairs, Lm and Lr are the mag-
netizing and rotor inductances, respectively (which are not con-
stant due to flux weakening) and imax is the maximum machine
current. Two constraints have been defined in (20) to obtain the
required electrical torque in the machine, τe(ωe), while keeping
the stator current magnitude below imax.

Fig. 3(a) shows the optimal values of id obtained when the
parameters of the MMC-based drive utilized in this paper are
used to solve the optimization problem of (20), showing that the
magnitude of pωe

is reduced (particularly for low ωe values)
when flux-weakening operation is applied. To obtain this figure,
the electrical torque characteristic was defined as

τe(ωe(p.u.)) = τe(0) + [1 − τe(0)] ω2
e(p.u.) (21)

where ωe(p.u.)≤1 is the per unit machine frequency and τe(0)
< 1 is the initial torque load.

Fig. 4. |pω e | and |pm | as a function of the MMC operating point.

A comparison of the magnitude of pωe
when the optimal

(solid-lines) and nominal (dashed-lines) values of id are used
is depicted in Fig. 3(b). As shown in this graphic, the flux-
weakening operation at the machine start-up is an attractive
option for mechanical loads requiring low torques at low ro-
tational speeds [e.g., see the variation in pωe

for τe(0) = 10%
in Fig. 3(b)], such as blowers, fans, pumps, and wind energy
conversion systems. A discussion of some issues related to the
implementation of vector control strategies for cage induction
machines in flux-weakening operation, e.g., the variation of the
machine inductances due to saturation effects, are presented
in [21].

D. Transition Between Operating Modes

The transition between the LFMs and HFMs when the pro-
posed strategies are used can be explained using Fig. 4. In the
figure, the magnitude of pωe

and pm is depicted when a drive is
feeding a machine such as that used in Section V (see experimen-
tal results) for three different values of τe(0) [see (21)]. As the
figure shows, the LFM has to be enabled when |pωe

| > |pm |
(see the green area of Fig. 4) since the power pc is required
to regulate the voltage fluctuations of the total cluster voltages
within the threshold defined by |ṽX ∗

C x | [see (12)]. However, when
|pωe

|≤|pm | the mitigating variables are no longer required be-
cause the tendency of the total capacitor voltage fluctuation is
to decrease as ωe increases [see (12) and (8a)] and the HFM
is then enabled. During the HFM, pc = 2v0 ĩΣdq is used only to
ensure a zero-mean value in the voltages vΔ

C α and vΔ
C β . There-

fore, v0 can be defined to reduce the peak value of the output
cluster voltage by injecting a third harmonic voltage, while the
circulating currents have a component in-phase with v0 (further
details are in [14], [16]). Finally, notice that the operating re-
gion of the LFM can be manipulated by varying the slope of
|pm | (e.g., by choosing |ṽX ∗

C x | or C) and it is also affected by the
machine torque, demonstrating the importance to consider more
information other than only the frequency ωe in the selection of
the converter mode.

IV. PROPOSED CONTROL SYSTEMS

In this section, the control systems required to operate the
MMC-based drive are presented and discussed. They are based
on a cascaded structure, where the outer control loops regulate
the ΣΔαβ0 capacitor voltages defined in (6). Meanwhile, the
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Fig. 5. Control of the vector vΔ
C αβ .

inner controllers regulate the cluster currents by manipulating
the output cluster voltages VP N

abc [see (5)].

A. Vector Control of vΔ
C αβ

The control system utilized to regulate the vector vΔ
C αβ is

shown in Fig. 5 (further details are discussed in [16]). In both
operating modes (LFM and HFM), vΔ

C αβ is regulated by ma-

nipulating the power fluctuation pc = 2̃iΣdq ṽ0 .
During the LFM (see the green area of Fig. 5), vΔ

C dq is regu-
lated with zero steady-state error using two proportional-integral
(PI) controllers, whose outputs are multiplied by the function
f(t) to create the desired ac component of the circulating cur-
rents in dq-coordinates. One of the most important contributions
and differences of this paper when compared with the most re-
cent approaches reported in the literature [16] is that the set-
point value of the voltage vector vΔ

C dq , vΔ∗
C dq = vΔ∗

C d + jvΔ∗
C q is

a nonzero vector. Moreover using the value of vΔ∗
C dq calculated

from (19), it is ensured that the fluctuations of the total cluster
voltages are maintained inside the band defined by ṽX ∗

C x (see
Section III-B). Additionally, a reduction in the magnitude of the
circulating currents, as the machine frequency increases, is also
achieved. It is not possible to obtain this reduction when a null
vector vΔ∗

C dq is applied to the control system.
The control system depicted in the light-blue area of Fig. 5 is

used to regulatevΔ
C αβ in the HFM. This is achieved by regulating

its average value, v̄Δ
C αβ (which is obtained by applying filters to

vΔ
C αβ ) to zero. A dq-synchronous frame transformation is then

used at the output of the control system to generate the desired
values of the ac circulating currents.

Notice that v∗
0 = − 1

2 vΔ
0 [see (5)] and f(t) have different de-

sign methodologies in each mode [14], [16]. For the LFM, v∗
0 and

f(t) are defined as high-frequency signals with the magnitude
of v∗

0 as high as possible to reduce the circulating currents [see
(13)]. Meanwhile, in the HFM they can be configured to inject
third harmonic components in the modulation stage, maximiz-
ing the modulation index [14]. The tuning of the PI parameters
is robust against variations in the induction machine load, be-
cause the manipulated power pc is not affected much by the
loading conditions [see (12)]. This is further corroborated by
the experimental results discussed in Section V-B.

Fig. 6. Control of the vector vΣ
C αβ .

Fig. 7. Control of the voltages vΣ
C 0 and vΔ

C 0 .

An additional difference to recent approaches reported in the
literature [14], [16], [22] is that the proposed control system uses
software-implemented switches to achieve a fast transition be-
tween the operating modes, avoiding the use of weighting factors
to change the control system from the LFM to the HFMs. In this
paper, a seamless transition is possible because the circulating
currents become null at the end of the LFM (see Fig. 4). This is
certainly an advantage over previous works (see [14], [16], [22]),
where a transition zone with relatively large circulating currents
is typically produced, degrading the converter efficiency.

B. Control of the Vector vΣ
C αβ

The regulation of vΣ
C αβ is realized by adding a dc component

in the circulating currents to create a manipulable power with the
dc port voltage E [see (7a)]. As shown in the green area of Fig. 6,
two PI controllers are required to generate this dc circulating
current in the LFM. In this mode, the vector vΣ

C αβ is directly
regulated. However, when the switches enable the HFM (see the
light-blue area of Fig. 6) only the low-frequency components of
vΣ

C αβ (v̄Σ
C αβ ) are regulated avoiding the presence of circulating

currents in steady state.

C. Control of the Voltages vΣ
C 0 and vΔ

C 0

The voltage vΣ
C 0 is regulated by using a dc component in

iP , as shown at the top of Fig. 7 [see (7c)]. The voltage vΔ
C 0

[see (7d)] can be regulated using: 1) an ac component in iP

which produces a nonzero mean power with the common-mode
voltage (i.e., a proportional-integral-resonant controller could be
required) or 2) a component of the circulating currents in phase
with the machine back electromotive force (EMF) [see (7d)].
Considering that during the LFM the common-mode voltage
is high, the first option is used in this mode (see the green
area of Fig. 7). The second option is utilized during the HFM
considering that the back EMF is high enough in this operating
mode (see the light-blue area of Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8. Circulating current controller and gate signal generation.

Fig. 9. Photograph of the laboratory experimental system.

TABLE I
SETUP PARAMETERS FOR THE 18 CELLS MMC-DRIVE

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

DC-port voltage E 450 V
Cluster inductor L 2,5 mH
Cell capacitor C 4700 μF
Cell dc voltage v̄∗

C 150 V
Cell count per cluster n 3 –
Carrier frequency fs 5000 Hz

D. Circulating Current Controller and Signal Generator

In the LFM, the dq-circulating currents have the same fre-
quency components as f(t) [see (13)]. Hence, proportional-
resonant controllers are appropriate to regulate them, as shown
in the control diagram of Fig. 8, which is based on (5). Moreover,
the proportional part of the controllers can regulate other compo-
nents in iΣdq , even in the HFM [22]. At the output of the controller,
the inverse dq- and ΣΔαβ0-transformations are applied to the
desired output cluster voltages in ΣΔαβ0-coordinates to obtain
VP N ∗

abc . This matrix is then processed by the modulator and cell
balancing algorithm (M&CB block in Fig. 8) to determinate the
transistor gate signals. In this paper, the cell balancing algorithm
presented in [22] and the machine control system discussed in
[23] are used.

TABLE II
NOMINAL INDUCTION MACHINE PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Unit

Rated output power 7.5 kW
Rated rotating speed 3800 rpm
Line-to-line rms voltage 380 V
Stator rms current 15 A
id Magnetizing current 7 A
Pole number 4 –
Rotor resistance 0.724 Ω
Stator resistance 0.660 Ω
Stator inductance 0.141 mH
Rotor inductance 0.141 mH
Mutual inductance 0.138 mH

Fig. 10. MMC variables during constant speed operation. From top to
bottom: capacitor voltage vP

C a1 , cluster currents iPa , and iNa , machine

current ia , phase circulating current iΣa = 1
2

(

iPa + iNa
)

.

Fig. 11. Total cluster voltages as a function of |ṽX ∗
C x | for a con-

stant speed operation. (a) Elements of VP N
C abc , total cluster voltages

in ΣΔαβ0-coordinates: (b) vΔ
C α and vΔ

C β , (c) vΣ
C α , vΣ

C β , and vΔ
C 0 (black

signal).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results for the proposed control methodology
have been obtained using an 18 power cell MMC-based drive.
A photograph of the system is presented in Fig. 9 while its
parameters are given in Table I. The MMC drives a 7.5-kW
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Fig. 12. Dynamic performance of the proposed control strategy for different loading conditions. Left: low-load, center: medium-load, right: maximum-
load. (a)–(c) Machine currents ia , ib , ic . (d)–(f) Total cluster voltages vP

C a , vN
C a , etc. (g)–(i) Circulating currents iΣα , iΣβ .

vector-controlled induction machine (see Table II) connected
to a permanent magnet generator (PMG). A resistor bank has
been connected to the PMG output to provide an electrical load.
Hall effect transducers are used to measure the dc port volt-
age, the capacitor voltages, and the cluster currents. A position
encoder of 10 000 pulses per revolution is affixed to the induc-
tion machine. The system is controlled using a Digital Signal
Processor Texas Instrument TMS320C6713 board and two Ac-
tel ProAsic3 FPGA boards, equipped with a total of 40 14-bit
analogue-digital channels. A phase-shifted pulse width modula-
tion (PWM) algorithm generates the 18 switching signals timed
via an FPGA platform. Optical fiber connections transmit the
switching signals to the gate drivers of the MOSFET switches
(model IRFP4868PbF, nominal ratings of 70 A, 300 V, 32 mΩ on
resistance).

A. Performance for Constant Speed Operation

The performance of the control system has been tested con-
sidering fixed rotational speed operation at ωr = 600 r/min (i.e.,
ωe ≈ 2π10 rad·s−1 ). For this experimental test the machine is
loaded with a constant torque and the control system is regu-
lating a voltage threshold of |ṽX ∗

C x | ≈ 0 V between t = 0 s and
t ≈ 2.5 s (see Fig. 10). For t > 2.5 s to t ≈ 7.5 s, the voltage
threshold is changed linearly from 0 to 25 V.

As depicted in Fig. 10(a), the cell voltage has negligible
fluctuations for t < 2.5 s. The corresponding cluster currents
are shown in Fig. 10(b). Notice that the peak-to-peak value
of these currents is reduced from approximately 40 to 11 A,
meanwhile the machine stator current is maintained constant
[see Fig. 10(c)]. Finally, the circulating currents are shown in

Fig. 10(d). Notice that iΣa ≈ 0A at the end of this test, showing
the importance of regulating |ṽX ∗

C x | to a nonzero value to reduce
the currents of the MMC-based drive during LFM.

Other variables, corresponding to the experimental tests de-
picted in Fig. 10, have been captured using the DSP control plat-
form. In Fig. 11(a), the total cluster voltages are shown. These
are well-regulated with fluctuations that are inside the |ṽX ∗

C x |
threshold. As discussed before, to perform this regulation, the
reference value vΔ∗

C dq has to be calculated online and used as the
input of the control system depicted in Fig. 5. The corresponding
amplitudes vΔ

C α and vΔ
C β are shown in Fig. 11(b). Their peak-to-

peak amplitudes are approximately twice the value of |ṽX ∗
C x | [see

(18)]. Finally, the consequences of the high circulating currents,
produced when |ṽX ∗

C x | is low, are illustrated in Fig. 11(c). Notice
that the fluctuations in the voltages vΣ

C α , vΣ
C β , and vΔ

C 0 become
dominant when compared to those obtained in Fig. 11(b). This
is due to the terms EiΣαβ and vαβ (iΣαβ )c in (7a) and (7d). When
the voltage threshold |ṽX ∗

C x | is increased, these oscillations are
also reduced.

B. System Performance for Different Loading Conditions

The robustness of the proposed control methodology has been
experimentally validated considering different loading condi-
tions. Three experimental tests are shown in Fig. 12. These
graphics depict, from top to bottom, the induction machine stator
currents, the total cluster voltages, and the circulating currents,
corresponding to a ramp speed variation from 0 to 1200 r/min in
6 s. The electrical frequency applied to the stator of the induction
machine is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Electrical machine frequency for different loading conditions.
The transition frequencies are indicated in the figure.

To achieve different load conditions, the resistor bank con-
nected to the PMG (see Fig. 9) has been adjusted to produce
three different iq values in steady-state operation, as depicted in
Fig. 12(a)–(c). Notice that the peak stator current in Fig. 12(a)
is ≈ 12 A, increased by 20% for the experimental test shown
in Fig. 12(b) and by ≈ 35% for the experimental test shown in
Fig. 12(c).

The regulation of the total cluster voltage fluctuations during
LFM is demonstrated by the results shown in Fig. 12(d)–(f).
As expected, the voltages are well regulated and maintained
inside the desired voltage band defined by ṽX ∗

C x = 20 V for the
three tests (see the blue lines in the corresponding figures). The
circulating currents required for each of the experimental tests
are shown in Fig. 12(g)–(i). As discussed in Section III-D, the
zone where the LFM is applied is dependent on the loading
condition (see Fig. 4), therefore, the transition between LFM
and HFM is produced at 4 s when operating at low load, up
to 5.9 s for maximum-load operation; however, notice that in
all cases the proposed control strategy ensured low circulating
currents at the transition point.

The machine frequency for each of the tests is shown in
Fig. 13. Although the frequencies are practically overlapped,
it can be concluded that the transition frequency is automati-
cally modified by the proposed control system to maintain good
regulation of the total cluster voltage fluctuations. This transi-
tion frequency varies from 13.6 to 20.2 Hz depending on the
machine load [compare Fig. 13 with Fig. 12(g)–(i)]. This ex-
perimental result demonstrates the importance of considering
more information than that provided by the machine operating
frequency alone to change from LFM to HFM. Notice that the
use of the machine operating frequency alone to switch from
LFM to HFM is the conventional approach reported in previous
works (see [14], [16], [17]).

C. Dynamic Performance of the Proposed
Control Scheme

The proposed control methodology has been validated in the
whole frequency (ωe ) range, including zero crossing. Two dif-
ferent operating conditions are considered: nominal flux and
flux-weakening operation. For both cases, the experimental tests
are realized using the same speed profile and mechanical load.
In all the figures, the operating range of the LFM is depicted
using a green background color and the voltage threshold, |ṽX ∗

C x |,
is shown using two blue lines. |ṽX ∗

C x | has been defined as ≈ three

Fig. 14. Experimental results for nominal flux. (a) Machine speed ωr ,
(b) d-axis current id , (c) capacitor voltages vP

C a1 , vP
C a2 , etc. (the blue

lines represent |ṽX ∗
C x |/n), (d) machine currents ia , ib , and ic , (e) cluster

currents iPa , iNa , etc., and (f) circulating currents iΣα and iΣβ .

times the peak value of the total cluster voltage fluctuation at
full load (≈ 5% of v̄∗

C ). With this criterion, the LFM was applied
over 33% of the frequency range [see Fig. 4].

1) Nominal Flux Operation: The rotational speed and the
d-axis current obtained in this test are shown in Fig. 14(a) and
(b), respectively. The speed is changed from ωr = 0 r/min to
ωr = 2000 r/min and then reversed to ωr = −2000 r/min at
t ≈ 13 s. Although the LFM algorithm considers the fluctuations
in the total cluster voltages to calculate vΔ∗

C dq , the individual cell
capacitor voltages are well regulated. This is shown in Fig. 14(c).
Each capacitor voltage is inside the threshold |ṽX ∗

C x |/n over
the whole frequency range. As discussed in Section III-B, the
circulating currents [see Fig. 14(f)] decrease as the magnitude of
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Fig. 15. Experimental results during flux-weakening operation. (a) d-
axis current id , (b) capacitor voltages vP

C a1 , vP
C a2 , etc. (the blue lines

represent |ṽX ∗
C x |/n), (c) machine currents ia , ib , and ic , (d) cluster cur-

rents iPa , iNa , etc., and (e) circulating currents iΣα and iΣβ .

the machine frequency increases, allowing a fast and seamless
transition between the operating modes. In fact, the maximum
value of iΣαβ occurs when ωe ≈ 0 rad·s−1 , because the influence
of the vector pm is negligible at this point [see (12)]. Due to this
feature, the clusters can be designed considering the machine
nominal current, since the peak value of the cluster currents is
obtained at full load, as depicted in Fig. 14(d) and (e).

2) Flux-Weakening Operation: In Fig. 15, experimental
results considering flux-weakening operation are shown. For
this test, the same speed and load profile, used to obtain the
experimental results shown in Fig. 14, are considered. The re-
sulting d-axis current, is depicted in Fig. 15(a). Unlike con-
ventional flux-weakening algorithms, in the proposed control
system the flux is reduced in the low-speed region. Fig. 15(b)
shows the corresponding regulation of the capacitor voltages
that are maintained inside the predefined threshold during the
whole operating range. Moreover, the transition between modes
is again seamless and achieved with fast dynamics. The main ad-
vantage of the proposed flux-weakening algorithm is that the cir-
culating currents are reduced (during LFM operation) by about

Fig. 16. Controlled variables during flux-weakening operation. (a) total
cluster voltages (P Nabc-coordinates), total cluster voltages (ΣΔαβ0-
coordinates); (b) vΔ

C d (red), vΔ ∗
C d (blue), vΔ

C q (black), and vΔ ∗
C q (yellow);

(c) vΔ
C α and vΔ

C β ; and (d) vΣ
C α (red), vΣ

C β (blue), and vΔ
C 0 (black).

50% when the experimental results shown in Fig. 15(e) are com-
pared with those of Fig. 14(f). This reduction affects the cluster
currents as shown in Fig. 15(d). Therefore, the losses in an
MMC-based drive could be reduced if flux-weakening operation
is feasible, such as for quadratic torque-speed profiles. More-
over, the range where the LFM is active has been reduced by 20%
(from Δt ≈ 6.62 s to Δt ≈ 5.33 s), implying that a more effi-
cient use of the common-mode voltage v0 and circulating current
iΣαβ is achieved during the speed profile shown in Fig. 14(a).

In Fig. 16, additional results for flux-weakening operation
are shown. These correspond to an amplified view of some
variables during zero-crossing of the speed (close to t = 23 s
in Fig. 15). The total cluster voltages are shown in Fig. 16(a).
Notice that the voltages are inside the predefined threshold,
even during the transition between modes. The regulation of
vΔ

C dq is shown in Fig. 16(b). It is performed with an excellent
dynamic response and good tracking of the set-point value vΔ∗

C dq ,
which has been linearly reduced close to ωe = 0 rad·s−1 to avoid
chattering at low speeds [see (19)]. This is not a drawback of
the proposed methodology since the influence of pm is reduced
at ωe ≈ 0 rad·s−1 . Finally, as discussed in Section III-B, the
fluctuations in the total cluster voltages are dominated by vΔ

C αβ

[see Fig. 16(c)]. The fluctuations in the other ΣΔαβ0-voltages
are small and are well regulated, as shown in Fig. 16(d).
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrated that a holistic control system de-
sign approach, considering the dynamics of the converter and
cage induction machine, is advantageous to enhance the per-
formance and design of MMC-based drives. Flux-weakening
operation and the proposed control system to maintain the ca-
pacitor voltages inside a predefined threshold are beneficial as
demonstrated in this paper. Furthermore, the proposed control
scheme allows a seamless transition between the drive operat-
ing modes. One of the possible disadvantages of the proposed
methodology is higher complexity that is translated into a higher
computational burden. For instance, for flux-weakening opera-
tion, the variations in the magnetizing inductance and rotor time
constant of the induction machine have to be calculated offline
and stored in a lookup table, in order to maintain proper rotor
flux orientation of the indirect rotor-flux vector control system
during the whole speed operating range. However, even with
this additional complexity, the proposed control system is rela-
tively simple to implement in a modern digital signal processor
augmented with FPGA platforms.

Extensive experimental results from a laboratory prototype
were presented in the paper. Experimental tests were conducted
under both steady-state and dynamic conditions for both operat-
ing modes. The performance considering ramp variations in the
speed, flux-weakening operation, different loading conditions,
and zero-crossing speed transitions were experimentally investi-
gated and good performance was demonstrated. The experimen-
tal results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
strategies.
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